Complex contract disputes and property claims can impair an organization’s balance sheet,
impose unacceptable variability around financial results and jeopardize its future, whether it’s
in the business of construction, real estate, power, health care, or another industry.
Recovery and resiliency are closely correlated with risk management before an event and claim
resolution after a financial loss. Through a multidisciplinary team with specialized industry
and financial expertise, Imperium Consulting Group helps clients measure and mitigate the
economic impact of property loss and contract disputes, so organizations can keep growing.

Targeted Solutions for
Economic Recovery
Imperium goes beyond just being claims experts and provides sound strategies to help clients
evaluate and make critical decisions. Core to this is an understanding that organizations facing
uncertainty need to quickly assess the extent of a problem, what it will take to fix it, how much
it will cost, and how long it will take.
Imperium Consulting Group’s core competencies are to measure scope, time and money.
Imperium’s experts specialize in multiple claims processes, such as navigating insurance
coverage, construction contract language, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
protocols, and government contract regulations. Imperium has experts in each area and
professionals who understand how more than one discipline can apply to the same claim. As
a result, we help clients simplify and focus a recovery strategy while delivering industry best
practices through a commonsense approach.
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Our Services Include:
Property damage/business interruption claim preparation, including:
• Cost estimating related to the physical scope of loss and repairs
• Forensic scheduling to quantify and support delay and time-driven costs
• Forensic accounting to prepare business interruption and other financial
measurements
Insurance loss project management, including:
• Loss-specific consulting to help facilitate the process of repairing and
rebuilding
• Implementation and oversight of loss-specific project controls to
enhance activity coordination and documentation
Construction and capital project claims and advisory, including:
• Contract disputes regarding project delays and claims pricing
• Claims involving subcontractor default insurance (SDI), builders risk,
delay in start-up, and surety
• Government contract claims
• Project performance and contract audits and risk assessments
FEMA claims
• Guidance through the FEMA claims formula and process
• Analysis, tracking, separation and measurement of FEMA and insurance
claim costs
• Cost eligibility advice
• Claims management through close-out
Dispute resolution and litigation
• Expert reports and testimony for mediation, arbitration and litigation

To learn how Imperium Consulting Group can protect your balance sheet and preserve
your organization’s resiliency, please visit www.imperiumcg.com or call us.
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